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The Pathway to Proficiency: The Role of Grammar in Second Language Teaching
and Learning

Francesca Norris
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The role of grammar in the foreign language classroom is a heavily debated topic
in the arena of second language education. Historically, there have been many shifts in
the prevailing idea of grammar presentation. Traditionally, grammar played a heavy role
in foreign language education, often serving as the only activity in the classroom. In
recent years, there has been a push for implicit grammar presentations focusing more
heavily on the use of language for communication. A review of language-learning
theories and current language acquisition research was performed to elucidate how
grammar should be taught. A survey of language educators was conducted and revealed
that educators preferred teaching grammar explicitly and using authentic materials.
Research shows that explicit and implicit grammar instruction both have merit. In order
to comply with the new World-Readiness Standards of the American Council on the
Teaching of Foreign Languages, language instruction should emphasize the links
between language, communication, and culture. Today, teaching grammar in isolation is
no longer acceptable to prepare students with “real-world” language skills. Thus, an
eclectic approach which integrates authentic materials and a blend of explicit and implicit
grammar more clearly defines 21st language teaching and learning.
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CHAPTER ONE
The Evolution of Language Teaching and Learning

Introduction
What is the role of grammar instruction in second language
teaching and learning? This is a question that has been asked and debated by
many language teachers and researchers for several years. The role of grammar
in the foreign language classroom may be compared to a pendulum that swings
back and forth, conversely swaying between extremes. Historically, grammar
played a central role in language teaching, dominating the classroom, and
grammar was often the only activity practiced in foreign language classrooms.1
On one extreme, researchers hypothesize that grammar teaching and language
pedagogy are virtually synonymous. On the other hand, there are those who
advocate for the total communicative approach. In this approach, the only
activity in the classroom is to talk about a topic or to read an article and then
comment on it. There is no formal grammatical instruction in this method. In
many cases, what is done in one class does not resemble what is seen in the next
class.

Brown, H. Douglas. Teaching by Principles: An Interactive Approach to Language
Pedagogy. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall Regents, 1994. Print.
1
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A glance over the past century or so of language instruction and learning
will give an interesting view of how varied research and theories have influenced
the language pendulum to sway to extremes, always advocating the best
methodology for teaching and learning a second language.
According to Julio Foppoli, a teacher of English and Spanish as Second
Languages, grammar is the backbone of a language. He likens grammar to a
railway that allows messages to get across. Without grammar, there is no way to
fully express one’s thoughts and ideas to others. This is because grammar
provides the necessary structure to organize one’s message in order to share
ideas.2 Since grammar plays such an important role in communication, there is
no way to doubt the significance of the debate about the role of grammar in the
second language classroom. Grammar mastery is not imperative, but what is
essential is the role of grammar and how it should be presented in the second
language classroom. At some point, perhaps research and new discoveries will
began to shift the pendulum towards the center and offer the best methodology
and practices, which reflect an integrated grammar communicative approach for
language teaching and learning. Until that time, the task for language
researchers and instructors will be to continue to search and uncover what that
center may look like.

Foppoli, Julio. "Is Grammar Really Important for a Second Language Learner? Eslbase.com." Eslbase. N.p., n.d. Web. Mar. 2016.
2
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Ever-Changing Language Learning Theories
To understand the current debate on the role of grammar in the
foreign language classroom, one must understand the theories of language
learning and how they shaped the historical methodologies for teaching foreign
language. Recognizing the weaknesses and strengths of each of these theories
can play an important role in developing instruction, which will lead to a welldesigned grammar communicative approach that will also integrate the WorldReadiness Standards recently released by The American Council on the Teaching of
Foreign Languages and the Educational Testing Service (ACTFL/ ETS). As a positive
result, American foreign language instructors will possess the strategies and
materials to create language scenarios for classroom instruction that will prepare
students with 21st Century language skills for success in our global communities.
The language-learning theory popular throughout the 1940s and
1950s was consistent with B. F. Skinner’s idea of Stimulus Response (S-R)
psychology. Skinner believed that verbal learning could be described as operant
conditioning, thus deeming language as “a sophisticated response system that
humans acquire through automatic conditioning processes.”3 Therefore, some
patterns were reinforced while others were not, causing only the patterns that
were reinforced to endure. A study by Chastain in 1976 supported this idea by
liking the mind to a “tabula rasa” on which the association between

Hadley, Alice Omaggio. "On Learning a Language: Some Theoretical Perspectives."
Teaching Language in Context. Second ed. Boston: Heinle & Heinle, 1993. 46. Print.
3
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environmental stimuli and responses were recorded.4 Skinner and Chastain’s
studies remained consistent with the dominant thought in the 1940s and 1950s
of applied linguistics that second languages should be taught by “extensive drill
and practice without recourse to rationalistic explanation.” Additionally,
Bloomfield argues “the command of language is not a matter of knowledge: the
speakers are quite unable to describe the habits which make up their language.
The command of a language is a matter of practice… Language learning is
overlearning: anything else is of no use.”5
Behavioristic theories of language learning, such as those referenced
above, are based on the idea that language learning is the same as any other
form of learning and thus one can deduce their ideas from a general learning
theory or even animals. Noam Chomsky challenged Skinner’s ideas insisting
that language is far more complex than S-R connections and that behaviorist
theory does not explain how children are able to create language combinations
that they have never heard.6 McLaughlin’s review of the work showed that
human research did not support Skinner’s Verbal Behavior; in fact, no research
by behaviorists did. The evidence in later studies showed that imitation and

Hadley, Alice Omaggio. "On Learning a Language: Some Theoretical Perspectives."
Teaching Language in Context. Second ed. Boston: Heinle & Heinle, 1993. 46-47. Print.
4

Bloomfield, Leonard, 1887-1949. Outline Guide for the Practical Study of Foreign
Languages. Baltimore: Linguistic Society of America at the Waverly Press, 1942.
5

Hadley, Alice Omaggio. "On Learning a Language: Some Theoretical Perspectives."
Teaching Language in Context. Second ed. Boston: Heinle & Heinle, 1993. 47. Print.
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reinforcement have significantly smaller roles than believed by Skinner and the
behaviorists. McLaughlin claims that imitation cannot and does not provide
sufficient explanation of how children produce language and that parents often
respond to the message rather than correcting the child’s grammar. If Skinner
were correct, then these errors would be positively reinforced and thus remain,
but children eventually stop making these grammar mistakes. Chomsky’s review
of Skinner’s work led to a paradigm shift taking into account the creativity in the
language learning process leading to the predominance of the rationalist view in
the mid-1960s.7
Chomsky’s ideas of language acquisition as a cognitive process theorized
that humans are born with the innate ability to process language. This led to the
idea that language is not simply putting a series of words together, but instead
understanding how a language works as a system.8 Chomsky’s theories are often
called the innatist views of language learning.9
The innatist ideas set the groundwork for Krashen’s Five Hypotheses,
which consist of his Acquisition, Natural Order, Monitor, Input, and Affective
Filter Hypotheses. The Acquisition Hypothesis states that there are two separate

Hadley, Alice Omaggio. "On Learning a Language: Some Theoretical Perspectives."
Teaching Language in Context. Second ed. Boston: Heinle & Heinle, 1993. 48. Print.
7

Shrum, Judith L., and Eileen W. Glisan. Teachers Handbook: Contextualized Language
Instruction. Fourth ed. Boston: Heinle & Heinle, 2010. 12-13. Print.
8

Shrum, Judith L., and Eileen W. Glisan. Teachers Handbook: Contextualized Language
Instruction. Fourth ed. Boston: Heinle & Heinle, 2010. 15. Print.
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and independent manners of developing a second language. The first way to
develop language is “acquisition” in which a subconscious process similar to
that used in first language learning is utilized. The second way to develop a
second language is “learning,” which is a conscious process typically associated
with the traditional school setting. According to this hypothesis “acquisition” is
considered to be a more natural process and the more powerful of the two ways
of developing a second language, although throughout the rest of this thesis the
two terms will be used synonymously. Krashen’s Natural Order Hypothesis
describes second language acquisition as occurring in a natural and predictable
order that cannot be changed. The Monitor Hypothesis depicts the mind as
serving as a monitor while learning a second language that serves to self-correct
mistakes as they are made. The Input Hypothesis is probably Krashen’s most
iconic hypothesis and serves to link all five of his hypotheses. It states that
language acquisition only occurs when learners understand what they hear or
read, thus languages should be taught at a level just beyond the current
comprehension level of the learner. The Affective Filter Hypothesis explains
how variables can serve to block or filter comprehensible input by blocking the
part of the brain that is responsible for language acquisition. Krashen’s Five
Hypotheses dominated the world of foreign language education in the latter half
of the twentieth century and continue to have a great influence today.10
10

Krashen, Stephen D. "Explorations in in Language Acquisition and Use." The Taipei
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Controversy: Grammar Instruction vs. Communicative Approach
On the other extreme, the pendulum focuses on the grammar instruction
method. Historically, this is the method employed in the foreign language
classroom. There are many different views on what is meant by formal grammar
instruction, but it is generally understood and accepted to be a method of
instruction that focuses on the form of a message.11 The traditional idea of
grammar instruction is the presentation-production-practice model, in which
teachers present the grammar rules explicitly to their classes, then students are
expected to reproduce the grammar in drills and practice using activities that
were typically decontextualized and merely focused on practicing the form.12
Traditional grammar instruction typically encompasses studying the parts
of speech, phrases, inflections, subjects, clauses, objects, inflections, etc., while
emphasizing how to analyze sentences and how to apply the grammar
terminology. Another common form of grammar instruction is transformational
grammar instruction in which students analyze sentences to be able to uncover
and apply the rules of grammar. Both types of grammar instruction work to take

Lectures (2003): 1-6. Print.
11
Celce-Murcia, Marianne. “Formal Grammar Instruction. An Educator Comments”.
TESOL Quarterly 26.2 (1992): 406. JSTOR. Web. Mar. 2016.
Fernández, Claudia. “Approaches to Grammar Instruction in Teaching Materials: A
Study in Current L2 Beginning-level Spanish Textbooks”. Hispania 94.1 (2011): 155. JSTOR. Web.
Mar. 2016.
12
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students’ unconscious ideas of grammar and turn them into conscious activities
through analysis.13
Explicitly presenting grammar rules to students and teaching them to
manipulate the rules through drills or other forms of practice that result in
decontextualized language production do not engage the necessary cognitive
processes to acquire grammar and are thus no longer advocated. A newer
perspective of grammar instruction is form-focused instruction. The new stance
presented by Nassaji and Fotos in 2004 states that grammar instruction must
provide learners with the “opportunities to encounter, process, and use
instructed forms in their various form-meaning relationships so the forms can
become part of the interlanguage behavior.” The newer perspectives on
grammar teaching for second languages advocate form-focused instruction
including formal grammar instruction for learners to develop an implicit
linguistic system. These views of instruction strive for grammar instruction that
brings students’ attention to the formal aspects of the language so that they
notice and then acquire the rules. The newer methods advocate for instruction
to occur in meaningful and communicative contexts, unlike their original forms
of grammatical-instructional methods.14

Petrosky, Anthony R.“Research Roundup: Grammar Instruction: What We Know”. The
English Journal 66.9 (1977): 86. JSTOR. Web. Mar. 2016.
13
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The pendulum of second language instruction and acquisition began to
swing toward the communicative approach in an attempt to remedy Newmark’s
and Reibel’s description of the previous shift in language education as “mastery
of language use to the mastery of language structure.” The emphasis on
structure has begun to be questioned increasingly in favor of the communicative
approach.15 Hymes argues that communicative competence is crucial, because
the function of language is communication. Thus Hymes asserts that
“pedagogically adequate grammar must at least take communication into
account.” Therefore he coined the communicative approach to take the
communication aspect of language into account and to make it the focus for
second language instruction.16
The communicative language approach has been widely used since it first
appeared in Europe in the early 1970s. Just as it has expanded geographically,
the scope and use of this approach has also been implemented in a variety of
different ways. There is no one universally accepted authority for the
communicative approach, but the goal to develop the learner’s communicative
competence is at the core. The best-known definition is likely Canale’s and
Fernández, Claudia. “Approaches to Grammar Instruction in Teaching Materials: A
Study in Current L2 Beginning-level Spanish Textbooks”. Hispania 94.1 (2011): 155. JSTOR. Web.
Mar. 2016.
14

Thurgood, Graham. “The Communicative Approach to Language Teaching.” TESOL
Quarterly 15.3 (1981): 327. ProQuest. Web. Mar. 2016.
15

Thurgood, Graham. “The Communicative Approach to Language Teaching.” TESOL
Quarterly 15.3 (1981): 328. ProQuest. Web. Mar. 2016.
16
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Swain’s 1980 definition that communicative competence includes grammatical,
discourse, sociolinguistic, and strategic competence. This definition has been
modified over time. These alterations are best shown by Bachman’s idea of
language competence in 1990, in which he distinguishes strategic competence
from language competencies.17 Strategic competencies are the skills and
strategies that are part of what permits students to preform communicative
tasks, but are not language-specific.18 Language skills are those involved directly
in the use of language for communication.19
Since the communicative approach takes an inductive approach to
grammar, the use of authentic materials is paramount. Authentic materials give
the learner a chance to participate in real-life situations in order to develop the
same strategies used by native speakers to understand language. The work done
by Larsen-Freeman proclaims, “almost everything that is done is done with a
communicative intent.” Thus, the students often work in small groups and the

Li, Defeng. “"It's Always More Difficult Than You Plan and Imagine": Teachers'
Perceived Difficulties in Introducing the Communicative Approach in South Korea”. TESOL
Quarterly 32.4 (1998): 678-680. JSTOR. Web. Mar. 2016.
17

Austin, Theresa. "Strategic Competence and EFL Reading Test Performance: A
Structural Equation Modeling Approach by PHAKITI, AEK." The Modern Language Journal 94.2
(2010): 372-74. JSTOR. Web. Mar. 2016.
18

Brecht, Richard D. "Policy Issues in Foreign Language and Study Abroad." The Annals of
the American Academy of Political and Social Science 532.Foreign Language Policy: An Agenda for
Change (1994): 213-14. JSTOR. Web. Mar. 2016.
19
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teacher tends to pay less attention to grammar, as the goal of the activities is
communication and to practice using the language rather than language forms.20

Changing the Rules: Possible Solutions to the Dilemma
There are many opposing views on how grammar should be dealt with in
the foreign language classroom. The different beliefs diverge from the different
language acquisition theories that lend themselves to multiple teaching
methodologies. Currently, the most common debate is not if grammar is
important, but how to deal with grammar in the second language classroom.
The most prevalent conflict is that between the two prevailing camps of
language teaching: those who advocate for implicit grammar and those who
advocate for explicit grammar within the foreign language classroom. Should
grammar be taught exclusively implicitly or explicitly? Should there be a blend
of explicit and implicit grammar explanations? Will the pendulum stop at the
communicative method or will it swing back to the grammar instruction
method? Will it stop somewhere in between or will it swing to another extreme?

Li, Defeng. “"It's Always More Difficult Than You Plan and Imagine": Teachers'
Perceived Difficulties in Introducing the Communicative Approach in South Korea”. TESOL
Quarterly 32.4 (1998): 678-680. JSTOR. Web. Mar. 2016.
20
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CHAPTER TWO
The Rise of the Proficiency Movement

A Historical View
As of 2015, the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Language
(ACTFL) Provisional Proficiency Guidelines for speaking have been around for
thirty-three years from the time of their initial development as part of the 1982
ACTFL Language Proficiency Projects. The proficiency guidelines set foreign
language instructors on a pathway from being concerned about what their
learners knew about the language toward what the learners could actually do
with the language.1 The official ACTFL/Educational Testing Service Provisional
Proficiency Guidelines came out in 1985 and greatly changed the course of
foreign language education in the United States. Since the implementation of
these guidelines, there has been a vast rise in the emphasis on oral testing.
Curriculum has frequently taken on proficiency-based goals indicating the use of
authentic proficiency-based materials. The trends in implementing the ACTFL
Provisional Proficiency Guidelines following the proficiency movement led

Brown, Tony, and Jennifer Bown. Teaching Advanced Language Skills Through Global
Debate: Theory and Practice. Georgetown University Press, 2014. 4–10. JSTOR. Web. Mar. 2016.
1
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educators to set out to better develop their students’ cultural knowledge and
language skills.2
The recent movement in proficiency-based foreign language education
has introduced attempts at national metrics and rubrics based on the proficiency
of the functional use of language and to define the achievement level of second
language ability, rather than exposure time or control of certain lexical or
grammatical features. The most significant implication of the proficiency
movement is the goal to create functional use of the second-language
instruction. The proficiency movement came as a way to capitalize on the vast
array of different foreign language teaching methods. Its development evolved
building upon the historical shifts in approaches to second-language education.
The forties were dominated by the grammar-translation method that gave
way to the audio-lingual approach in the fifties, which focused on oral practice.
Gradually the pendulum began to swing away from the audio-lingual method to
techniques such as the Total Physical Response, the Silent Way, and the
Communicative method. The proficiency movement exploited the vast array of
popular methods at the time by not advocating for a specific educational
method, but rather suggesting a way in which to test and teach that could be
adapted to multiple teaching and learning methods.

Grosse, Christine Uber, and Carine Feyten. “Impact of the Proficiency Movement on
Florida”. Hispania 74.1 (1991): 205–209. JSTOR. Web. Mar. 2016.
2
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The interest of proficiency in second language assessment began in 1956
with the United States Governments’ Foreign Service Institute Oral proficiency
Rating Scale for assessing competence in second languages. In 1973, the
Interagency Language Roundtable Testing Committee redefined the
government’s definition for language proficiency, resulting in the Interagency
Language Roundtable (ILR) scale that includes descriptions of the skill-levels.
The IRL scale, that the U.S. Federal Government uses to define and refer to
language ability, made its way to the academic setting in the 1970s as teachers
became more aware of the fact that students generally lacked language
competence. As previously mentioned, ACTFL and ETS began working on
expanding the proficiency-based language assessment beyond the government
and into the academic sector, by implementing provisional projects. They took
into account the differences between the average academic learner and the
government learner and included more distinctions at the lower levels of
proficiency than the IRL scale. These eventually led to the ACTFL Proficiency
Guidelines in 1982. The more commonly taught languages such as Spanish,
German, and French have additional language-specific guidelines.3

Thompson, Irene. “The Proficiency Movement: Where Do We Go from Here?”. The
Slavic and East European Journal 35.3 (1991): 375–377. JSTOR. Web. Mar. 2016.
3
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Emerging Trends and Methodologies
Drawing from Jespersen, Larry Lynch, a Teachers of English to Speakers of
Other Languages (TESOL) presenter, advocates an implicit grammar instruction
method. Jespersen and Boas believed that grammar is something that ought to
be studied through the examination of living speech and not written documents.
Lynch uses this principle to promote implicit grammar education by presenting
short grammar-based sessions that he follows with a function-based lesson that
applies the new structure in context. The important thing is that grammar is
provided in context in a way that exposes students to a considerable amount of
grammar. Yet, while he supports the implicit teaching of grammar, he does not
rule out the value of explicit grammar-teaching entirely. Based on the topic or
the way that the learners think, explicit grammar methods may be in order.
According to Lynch, “an exclusive approach using either implicit or explicit
methodologies is not as effective as utilizing one or the other of these
approaches as required.”4
Bill Van Patten, professor of linguistics at Michigan State University and
co-author of the popular cultural language video series Destinos, has been a
strong voice in second language acquisition research in recent years, and
advocates for a method called Processing Instruction. Processing Instruction is a
type of instruction that is meaning-based and avoids mechanical and display
Lynch, Larry M. "Grammar Teaching: Implicit or Explicit? - Eslbase.com." Eslbase. N.p.,
n.d. Web. Mar. 2016.
4
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language use. Van Patten views Processing Instruction as a type of focus on
form or input enhancement methodology in which he focuses on the form and
message of language rather than grammar rules.5 In Van Patten and Cadierno’s
1993 research, they propose that acquisition is dependent on the type of input
that the learner receives. Processing Instruction alters the learner’s processing
strategies that do not allow for proper intake for acquisition. This method
manipulates input through activities that Van Patten deems referential activities
and affective activities. Referential activities are those in which there are no
right or wrong answers. Affective activities are those activities in which learners
express an opinion, belief, or some other affective response and are engaged in
processing information about the real world.6
Another emerging trend for the role of grammar in second language
acquisition comes from John De Mado, director of John De Mado Modern
Language Seminars, language acquisition consulting firm and textbook author.7
De Mado does not question the importance of grammar in language, but rather
how it should be viewed during the process of language acquisition. He believes

DeKeyser, Robert, Rafael Salaberry, Peter Robison, and Michael Harrington. "What Gets
Processed in Processing Instruction? A Commentary on Bill VanPatten's "Processing Instruction:
An Update"" Language Learning 52.4 (2002): 814-818. JSTOR. Web. Mar. 2016.
5

Van Patten, Bill, Jeffrey L. Farmer, and Caleb L. Clardy. “Processing Instruction and
Meaning-based Output Instruction: A Response to Keating and Farley (2008)”. Hispania 92.1
(2009): 116–117. JSTOR. Web. Mar. 2016.
6

De Mado, John. "JDMLS, LLC Professional Vitae." JDMLS, LLC Professional Vitae. JDMLS,
LLC, n.d. Web. Feb. 2016.
7
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that “grammar does not render communication,” but that grammar does “render
existing communication accurate.” Thus, grammar is not used for
communication per say, but rather to “help us avoid miscommunication” during
the acquisition process. He reconciles this view of grammar with the idea that
language moves from non-standard language to standard language as part of the
natural acquisition process. The educator’s focus on standard language
production causes grammar to often be presented in isolation and out of the
context of communication, resulting in students with grammatical knowledge
without the ability to communicate in the language. De Mado embraces the idea
that “true learning comes about in the subtle shift from error to non-error,” thus
one should “view grammatical accuracy as a destination rather than a starting
point.”8

De Mado, John. "JDMLS, LLC Professional Vitae." JDMLS, LLC Professional Vitae. JDMLS,
LLC, n.d. Web. Feb. 2016.
8
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CHAPTER THREE
Current Research and Studies

What does current research reveal about the use of implicit and/or
explicit grammar instruction in second language acquisition? How do current
studies compare and contrast the strengths and weaknesses regarding the role of
grammar instruction in a proficiency-based language class? Can language
learners retain grammatical knowledge over the long haul? These questions
seem to be paramount when discussing the role of implicit and/or explicit
grammar in the language classroom. The following studies reveal a glimpse of
the philosophies and attitudes of those who are currently involved in the act of
language researching and teaching.

Current Studies
In his 2007 study, Tomoko Tode examined the difference in durability and
effect of implicit and explicit grammar instruction. In this study, beginning
Japanese English learners were split into three groups: the first received explicit
grammar instruction, the second received implicit grammar instruction, and the
third group served as the control group and did not receive a special type of
instruction. Tode administered a pretest before the groups received their

18

respective grammar lessons followed by a fifty-minute grammar lesson and an
immediate post-test. After three weeks and another grammar lesson, the groups
took a delayed post-test on the first topic and then two more post-tests after
another month and another after two months. Every group took the same tests.
As a result, the study showed that the group that received the explicit
grammar instruction preformed better than the other groups on the initial tests.
The group receiving the explicit grammar instruction also preformed better on
the first grammatical topic after the second was introduced. These results seem
to display the importance of explicit grammar instruction, yet explicit grammar
cannot necessarily be proclaimed better. While explicit grammar instruction
seemed to be more effective on the short-term examinations, the impact was not
lasting. Thus, explicit grammar instruction cannot be interpreted as being
durable or successful long-term teaching method to facilitate language
learning.1
In addition, K.L.Z. Andrew’s 2007 study sought to investigate the effects
of implicit and explicit grammar and to distinguish if there is a difference in the
type of instruction that functions best considering the structure that is being
used. Andrews breaks the structures into the categories of simple and complex

Tode, Tomoko. "Durability Problems With Explicit Instruction in an EFL Context: The
Learning of the English Coupla Be Before and After the Instruction of the Auxiliary Be." Language
Teaching Research 11.1 (2007): 11-30. Itr.Sagepub. Web. Mar. 2016.
1
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structures and then sets out to see if either implicit of explicit grammar
instruction has a significant difference in successful instruction.
The study was performed by giving groups of learners the same pre-test,
post-test, delayed post-test, and content. The only difference was the teaching
method. The findings had different outcomes regarding the complex and simple
grammatical structures. For complex rules, explicit grammar teaching methods
resulted in better performance by the learners when the instruction method
focused on form rather than just exposing the learners to a large amount of
input. Thus, explicit grammar instruction that focused on form was more
effective than implicit grammar instruction for complex structures. As for
simple structures, the results of the study showed no significant difference
between implicit and explicit grammatical instruction. The results of Andrew’s
study are noteworthy, because they indicate that the method of grammar
instruction should vary with the complexity of the structure being taught.2
Finally, the study in 2004 by Naashia Mohamed concerns the languagelearner’s perspective of grammar teaching methods. Mohamed aimed to
determine if either inductive (implicit) or deductive (explicit) grammar teaching
appealed to English as a Second Language (ESL) students. The study was done

Andrews, K .L. Z. "The Effects of Implicit and Explicit Instruction on Simple and
Complex Grammatical Structures for Adult English Language Learners." TESL-EJ 2nd ser. 11
(2007): n. pag. Sept. 2007. ProQuest. Web. Mar. 2016.
2
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as a quantitative study that used tests and a questionnaire to collect the data on
learners’ perspectives.
The learners were broken into two groups: one received deductive
grammar lessons and the other received inductive grammar lessons. After
receiving their lessons, both groups were given a similar pre-activity. The
deductive group was given the grammar rule explicitly while the inductive group
predicted the grammar rule after being presented the data in the lesson. After
completing the tasks, both groups completed a questionnaire to determine the
learners’ attitudes. The results of Mohamed’s study concluded that the learners
believed both explicit and implicit grammar instruction to be equally effective
and helpful for language learning. Additionally, the results do not appear to
indicate that proficiency level affects learners’ task preference. As a result of her
study and analysis, Mohamed proposes using both implicit and explicit grammar
instructional methods, but stressing explicit methods for introductory learners
whom she believes ought to pay more attention to structure to increase their
short-term proficiency. Consequently, Mohamed’s research highlights the
importance of implementing both implicit and explicit grammar instruction.3

Mohamed, Naashia. "Consciousness-Raising Tasks: A Learner Perspective." ELT Journal
58.3 (2004): 228-37. Lenguas Vivas. JSTOR. Web. Mar. 2016.
3
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Survey: The Role of Implicit or Explicit Grammar
As previously discussed, language research has a profound impact on the
methodologies that language instructors employ in their classrooms each and
every day. The goal of the following survey was to obtain foreign language
instructors’ opinions concerning the role of grammar in their classrooms and to
complement the research previously conducted by Mohamed regarding students’
perspectives on explicit and implicit grammar instruction. The survey consists
of a list of twenty statements to which instructors responded with strongly
agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree. At the end of the survey, the
instructors were given the opportunity to share their comments in an openended manner. The survey was randomly distributed among foreign language
instructors at Baylor University and surrounding high schools. Once they
completed the survey, they returned it to the thesis research mentor, and
responses were evaluated and tallied.

Survey Results
The educators submitted the surveys anonymously, and the results were
tallied and assigned percentages for each of the twenty statements. The
following information reflects the results of the surveys. A sample of the survey
is documented in Appendix A.
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Statement one: Grammar is essential to the eventual mastery of a
language. Only one of the responding educators disagreed. The rest of the
responses, 90%, either agreed or strongly agreed with the statement. This shows
that the majority of educators are unified in their belief that grammar is
essential to the mastery of a language. Their agreement says nothing of their
beliefs on how grammar ought to be taught to language learners, but that the
knowledge of grammar is important for language learning.
Statement two: A student’s speaking ability improves more quickly with
the study and practice of grammar. The responses to this statement were more
divided for this question with 60% agreeing and 40% either disagreeing or
strongly disagreeing. Thus, a conclusion cannot be reached about the educators’
opinions regarding the study and practice of grammar to improve the learner’s
speaking ability more rapidly than without the learner studying and practicing
grammar. This result does not include the educators’ opinion on the method of
grammar instruction impacting the learner’s speaking ability.
Statement three: Grammar rules should be clearly taught and pointed out
to students. 80% either agreed or strongly agreed with the statement. This
indicates that of the educators surveyed, the majority believes that grammar
should be taught explicitly to students.
Statement four: Grammar should mainly be practiced in oral
communication. Again the educators were divided in their opinion of how
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grammar should be practiced. This indicates that educators are conflicted about
which communicative mode of grammar instruction should be the focus. This
seems to concur with the previous mentioned studies and research that there is a
conflict among educators regarding the role of grammar in foreign language
instruction and acquisition.
Statement five: Grammar should mainly be taught in written forms. The
responses were again split on this statement. It follows reason that the
educators would be split on grammar instruction focusing on written forms,
because they were split on whether grammar should be taught focusing on oral
communication. Again, this further coincides with the disagreement on how
grammar ought to be taught to foreign language students.
Statement six: Grammar is best taught by telling the students the rules
first. The responses were split in response to this statement. Agreeing with this
statement would indicate that educators prefer explicit grammar instruction.
This agrees with the results from statement three.
Statement seven: Grammar is best taught when students are given many
examples and discover the correct pattern for themselves. Four of the responses
strongly agreed with the statement and two agreed with the statement, giving a
total of 60% either agreeing or strongly agreeing with the statement. Thus, a
majority of the educators surveyed believe that grammar should be taught
implicitly.
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Statement eight: Grammar should only be taught when a student has a
question. 90% of the responses either disagreed or strongly disagreed. This
implies that the educators believe that there should be formal grammar
instruction in the classroom, meaning that grammar should not be neglected
and ought to be presented to foreign language students in one form or another.
Statement nine: A teacher should immediately correct a student’s
grammar mistake. 80% of the responses either disagreed or strongly disagreed
with the statement. This implies that the educators believe that they should
extend students’ time in the interpersonal mode of speaking by not immediately
interrupting them. This also indicates that the educators emphasize message
over grammar, because they believe in waiting until the students reach a
stopping point in their message. The teacher could then point out reoccurring
mistakes, allowing the students to get their points across without interruption or
possibly inhibiting students’ efforts to communicate.
Statement ten: When students make grammar mistakes, the teacher
should ignore them and wait until later to show students the correct answer.
Even though this statement directly contrasts with statement nine, only 30% of
the responses agreed with the statement, while previously the results of
statement nine indicated that 80% of the responses believed that teacher should
not immediately correct their students’ grammar mistakes while speaking. Due
to the conflicting responses of statements nine and ten, a decisive conclusion on
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when teachers believe that they should correct students’ grammar mistakes
cannot be made.
Statement eleven: Teachers should not correct students’ grammar errors
in class unless they interfere with comprehension. 70% of the responses either
agree or strongly agree with the statement. This indicates that the educators
believe in emphasizing message over grammatical accuracy and providing
opportunities for students to communicate uninterrupted in the target language.
This agrees with the results of statement nine, but conflicts with the results of
statement ten.
Statement twelve: The teacher should use grammatical terms such as
verb, preposition, noun, etc. when teaching grammar. 80% of the responses
either agree or strongly agree with the statement. When an educator uses
grammatical terms, this implies that they are using a method of explicit
grammar instruction. This result suggests that educators believe that they
should teach grammar explicitly. This agrees with the results of statements
three and six and disagrees with the results of statement seven.
Statement thirteen: Grammar should be practiced in both oral and written
forms. 100% of the responses either strongly agreed or agreed with the
statement. 40% strongly agree and 60% agreed with the statement. The
educators unanimously believed that it is important to practice grammar both in
oral and in written forms. These educators believe in having the students use
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the language in more than just one manner. Perhaps this practice allows
reinforcement of the use of language and grammar.
Statement fourteen: My students find grammar lessons helpful. 90% of
the responses agreed or strongly agreed with the statement. The educators that
participated in the survey believe that their students think of grammar lessons
as beneficial. This result does not confer that students actually do think of
grammar lessons as helpful on its own, but the educators believe that their
students find grammar lessons helpful. While this survey does not actually take
students’ opinion into account directly, the educators view of their students’
opinion on the helpfulness of grammar lessons agrees with the results of
Mohamed’s research in which students’ responses indicated that they find
grammar lessons helpful.4
Statement fifteen: I enjoy teaching grammar. 80% of the responses either
strongly agree or agree with the statement. This seems to indicate that overall,
language teachers tend to enjoy teaching grammar lessons to their students.
The fact that the teachers enjoy teaching grammar lessons to their students
might influence their responses to statement thirteen on the opinion of students
finding grammar lessons helpful. Additionally, if teachers believe that their
students benefit from having grammar lessons and they enjoy teaching them as

Mohamed, Naashia. "Consciousness-Raising Tasks: A Learner Perspective." ELT Journal
58.3 (2004): 228-37. Lenguas Vivas. JSTOR. Web. Mar. 2016.
4
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well, language teachers are more likely to implement grammar lessons in their
classroom.
Statement sixteen: The knowledge of grammar helps students to learn a
second language. Again, 90% of the responses either strongly agreed or agreed
with the statement. This indicates that the majority of teachers continue to see
the importance of grammar for the eventual mastery of a second language.
Statement seventeen: It is difficult for teachers to move from a grammarbased approach to proficiency-based approach to teach a second language. 90%
of responses either strongly agreed or agreed with the statement. Overall,
educators believe that it is difficult for them to move from a grammar-based
approach to proficiency-based instruction. This may imply that educators are
reluctant to change their language programs since they deem the teaching of
grammar as an important facet of language learning.
Statement eighteen: It is important to practice a second language in
situations simulating real life. 100% of the responses strongly agreed with the
statement. This shows that educators believe that authentic situations are
important to the practice of a second language. The educators see the need to
practice language in authentic situations, so that their students’ learning
materials and scenarios simulate “real-world” learning experiences as closely as
possible.
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Statement nineteen: I continually reassess the amount of time and level
of importance devoted to grammar instruction. 90% of respondents either
strongly agreed or agreed with the statement. This shows that the majority of
educators are actively assessing the role of grammar in second language
instruction and that their methods are not fossilized, blindly teaching as they
always have.
Statement twenty: My textbook impacts the degree of grammar
instruction that I use in my class. 60% of responses either strongly agreed or
agreed with the statement. This demonstrates that the textbooks educators use
impact the curriculum of the class and how and what they teach. This also
implies that many educators lean on their textbooks or are required to follow the
textbooks in order to maintain a stronger articulated program. Thus, what is in
the textbook is often the primary content of instruction rather than what
educators believe to be important for students to gain stronger communicative
skills.

Significant Discoveries
The educators who responded to the survey believe that the knowledge of
grammar and grammar instruction are important for the eventual mastery of a
second language. This indicates that they do not believe that grammar should
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be eliminated in the foreign language classroom and that it is still important for
second language instruction and mastery.
Additionally, the results indicate that teachers enjoy teaching grammar
lessons and that they believe that students find them helpful. The survey results
conclude that educators feel that these grammar lessons should be taught
explicitly. This is significant, because it seems to indicate that many teachers
would not be receptive to a stand-alone communicative method. Based on the
survey, the educators indicated that explicit grammar lessons should be taught
instead of implicit grammar lessons.
The results of many of the statements were split, such as statements two,
four, five, and six. This may support the rife in the role of grammar in foreign
language instruction. The conflicting opinions in the results of the survey seem
to indicate that there are many differing opinions among foreign-language
educators. Perhaps the survey reveals the explanation for many different
strategies and methodologies in second language teaching today.
It is also significant that the educators agreed that language should be
practiced in authentic situations. The educators’ surveys indicated that
language should not be practiced in artificial situations and that practicing in
scenarios that mimic authentic situations as closely as possible will benefit the
learners. This also explains the importance of using authentic materials in the
classroom. Additionally, the results show that language teachers believe that
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grammar should be taught in both oral and written language, rejects the
traditional grammar instruction method. These results prove that educators no
longer agree that grammar should just be taught in written exercises and that
there should be emphasis placed on the spoken form of language as well. This
means allows for the students to engage in the communicative mode more
thoroughly and it allows students to practice and reinforce the grammar in the
interpersonal and interpretive modes as well.
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CHAPTER FOUR
The New Challenge: Surge of the ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines

Most language educators agree that guidelines are crucial to language
instruction, because they show both the instructor and student what their goals
are for every language mode at each proficiency level. This gives all parties a
clearer sense of their role in students’ acquisition of proficiency in the target
language. While ACTFL sets the standards with its World-Readiness Standards
for Learning Languages across the nation, the implementation of the standards
varies in how each institution and professor chooses to execute these guidelines.
These variations stem from the multitude of theories on the acquisition of
language, which were discussed in Chapters One and Two.

ACTFL Original National Standards
The rise of the standards movement began with the release of the original
Standards for Foreign Language Learning: Preparing for the 21st Century in 1996.
These standards define what the content should include in foreign language
teaching and learning. The content standards outlined what students should be
able to do at each level. The national standards ushered in a new paradigm shift
that resulted in essential professional growth seminars for foreign language
educators. These standards also allowed for an academic foundation of
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assessment and instruction, as well as trust in the framework.1 The Standards for
Foreign Language Learning: Preparing for the 21st Century indicated a dramatic
change as it signified the first large-scale consensus among the community,
government, educators, and business leaders about the definition and role of
language education in the educational system in the United States, beginning
the standards era of today.2
Until recently, the “Five Cs” of language instruction and learning
were used in conjunction with the ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines to describe the
theories of Standards for Foreign Language Learning in the 21st Century (1999).
These highlight the goals, objectives, and instruction that ought to be
implemented in language instruction in a proficiency-based classroom. The
“Five Cs” are communication, culture, connections, comparisons, and
communities. To meet the goals for 21st Century language learning, it is
intended for the “Five Cs” to be integrated at all levels of language teaching and
learning.
Communication is at the center of Figure 1, and it focuses on using
language for the purpose of communicating in authentic situations in order to
accentuate how students can use the language instead of what or how much they

1Lundgaard, Greta, and Brandon Locke. "A Different Perspective: Seeing the WorldReadiness Standards as Innovation." The Language Educator 11.1 (Jan/Feb 2016): 32-36. Print.
2Oleksak,

Rita and Ann Marie Gunter. “Implementing the World-Readiness Standards.”
The Language Educator 11.1 (Jan/Feb 2016): 28-30. Print.
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know about the language. Students should be able to share cultural differences
and information as they interact with diverse listeners on level-appropriate
topics.
The addition of Cultures is intended to help students experience
and understand the culture or cultures associated with the second language, and
it enables them to identify some of the products, practices, and perspectives of
the new culture(s). Students are encouraged to develop an idea of the distinct
relationships and comparisons between their own culture and the culture(s) of
the new language. With the acquisition of culture, students should begin to
recognize viewpoints, lifestyles, and world contributions of another group of
people.
Through Connections, students connect their language instruction
with other disciplines. By associating the new information with other subject
areas, students integrate their knowledge of the subject with the new language
to extend and reinforce both matters.
The inclusion of Comparisons is intended to help students perceive
and recognize patterns and to begin the process of interpreting and predicting
some of the differences and similarities in languages and cultures. Through
these comparisons, it will be common for students to increase their
understanding of the second language and make comparison to their own
language and culture.
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The fifth and final C, Communities, offers students the chance to
take their new language skills from the classroom and apply them in real-life
situations. This encourages a greater understanding of how students are
members of multilingual and global communities. Students now connect with
the language and culture outside of the artificial classroom setting.3

Figure 1

Figure 1 shows the old model for how the “Five Cs” converged with
communication at the center to emphasize that the presented skills will allow
students to achieve effective communication in the target language. The

American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages. Standards for Foreign
Language Learning in the 21st Century. 1999.
3
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diagram also shows the three modes of language, which are interpersonal,
interpretive, and presentational. The interpersonal mode is between two people
or groups of people, in which all parties engage in a conversation characterized
by the “active negotiation of meaning among individuals.” The parties observe
and adjust their intentions, which may be done through speaking or the
exchange of emails or written letters. Communication in the interpretive mode
encourages students to listen, read, and interpret topics, but they do not
participate in the conversation. In the presentational mode, students present
their own concepts to a listener or reader in a more formal presentation and they
do not participate in a two-way conversation.4
In order to understand the role of implicit or explicit grammar in
an introductory foreign language classroom, one must fully understand the
ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines. Since ACTFL sets the national standards and
goals for foreign language study in the United States of America, they greatly
influence the goals of language programs throughout the country. The ACTFL
Proficiency Guidelines are aimed at students and describe the standards for the
language learner for speaking, listening, reading, and writing at each of the five
main proficiency levels, which are Distinguished, Superior, Advanced,
Intermediate, and Novice. These levels are each subdivided into three minor
levels of High, Middle, and Low in decreasing ability. These guidelines do not
National Standards in Foreign Language Education Project (2006). Standards for foreign
language learning in the 21st century. Lawrence, KS: Allen Press, Inc. 36-38.
4
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come from educational theories, curriculum, or pedagogy and are not intended
to explain how one does or ought to acquire language. Thus, they should not be
applied in these manners. The purpose of these proficiency levels is to evaluate
the learner’s language functional speaking ability. The guidelines also present
the challenges that the speaker can control at each level including context, types
of topics, and content. They also state the speaker’s limitations when striving to
reach the next level. Last revised in 2012, the ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines for
the interpersonal mode of speaking at the Novice and Intermediate Low levels
can be found in Appendix B. The ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines served as the
authority in foreign language education in the United States for many years.
While ACTFL sets the national standards for language acquisition with
the Proficiency Guidelines, each individual institution may also create and add
unique departmental standards, provided that they meet the current ACTFL
standards. At Baylor University, the Spanish department follows ACTFL’s lead
and includes additional linguistics requirements for the first two semesters in an
effort to standardize and scaffold their 1401, 1402, and 1412 courses. Spanish
1401 is the first semester, 1402 is the second semester, and 1412 is an
accelerated semester-long course combining 1401 and 1402 in an effort to
standardize and scaffold the curriculum. The goal for interpersonal speaking for
these first-year courses is to have students move from a Novice Low to
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Intermediate Low. The department also requires that the following standards
and goals be reflected in the class syllabus:
SPANISH 1401
1. The goals of first-semester Spanish:
•
•

The communicative ability to meet basic survival needs.
An understanding of culture sufficient to support that ability in
familiar situations.
2. The student will demonstrate the following skills on
examinations:

•
•
•
•
•

Oral and written narration in the present tense, although with
some patterned errors.
Knowledge of basic vocabulary dealing with family, university life,
foods, etc., as presented in the text.
An ability to express preferences, likes, dislikes.
A basic understanding of the differences between ser and estar, use
of command forms, the preterite and imperfect, reflexive verbs.
Some attention of pronunciation issues, “corrective,” not
technical, phonetics.

3. Exams will require the following:
•
•

An assessment of student progress in the four skills and the
cultural element.
Evidence that the student can produce vocabulary and grammatical
structures, rather than simply recognizing them.
SPANISH 1402
1. The goals of second-semester Spanish:

•
•

The communicative ability to meet basic communication needs.
An understanding of culture sufficient to support that ability in
most familiar situations.
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2. The student will demonstrate the following skills on
examinations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Oral and written narration in the preterite and imperfect tenses,
although with patterned errors.
Some grasp of the perfect tenses, particularly the present perfect.
Some understanding and use of the subjunctive mood, especially in
the present tense.
An ability to express future plans and some hypotheses.
A general understanding of the differences between para and por.
A higher level of comprehension of vocabulary and grammatical
structures in reading and listening, although the latter may require
repetition.
Some attention of pronunciation issues, “corrective,” not
technical, phonetics.
3. Exams will require the following:

•
•

An assessment of student progress in the four skills and the
cultural element.
Evidence that the student can produce vocabulary and grammatical
structures, rather than simply recognizing them.5
Unlike the ACTFL Guidelines, Baylor University’s standards and

goals spell out specific grammar skills that students should possess in order to
move to the next level. The department likely desired to have the
aforementioned skills become standard requirements in the first-year courses,
because standardization at the same level provides for stronger horizontal and
vertical alignment in the first four levels of Spanish. This allows greater
articulation in the Division of Spanish and facilitates students’ ability to increase

5

Standards for First-Year Spanish. (Waco, Texas: Baylor University, 2005).
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proficiency in accordance with the ACTFL Proficiency Pyramid (Figure 2),
because each professor can work off the foundation set by his or her predecessor.

Figure 2

ACTFL Refreshed World-Readiness Standards
The original ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines served for many years.
Recently, ACTFL in collaboration with the Education Testing Service (ETS) and
many world-language organizations, (AATA, AATF, AATG, AATI, AATJ, AATK,
AATMG, AATSP, ACL, ACTFL, ACTR, ASLTA, CLASS, CLTA, MLA, and
NCOLCTL) revised the guidelines to meet the needs of 21st Century language
learners and include Blooms Taxonomy of Higher Order Thinking Skills to a
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greater extent.6 The unofficial framework of the World-Readiness Standards for
Learning Languages was released in 2013 and was officially published in early
2015.7 The New World-Readiness Standards for Learning Languages provide a
stronger integration of the “Five Cs” into the proficiency standards. The “Five
Cs” now serve as the basis of the standards and incorporate different types of
literacies, such as media and civic literacies. STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics) are now included. Additionally, the standards
include skills that educators deem necessary for the 21st century such as
creativity, innovation, critical thinking, collaboration, and problem solving
(Appendix C).8
The new standards empower the learner and guide students to be
more active in their education, even those who are not in formal educational
environments. There is greater specificity in the language of the WorldReadiness standards. They call for more effective communication in a variety of
situations and for multiple purposes. They encourage higher levels of thinking

World-Readiness Standards for Learning Languages. World-Readiness Standards for
Learning Languages. ACTFL, 2015. Web. Mar. 2016.
6

Lundgaard, Greta, and Brandon Locke. "A Different Perspective: Seeing the WorldReadiness Standards as Innovation." The Language Educator 11.1 (Jan/Feb 2016): 32-36. Print.
7

World-Readiness Standards for Learning Languages. World-Readiness Standards for
Learning Languages. ACTFL, 2015. Web. Mar. 2016.
8
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with language use.9 The World-Readiness standards set out to have the
language learners become self-reliant and to use their language skills in a way
that allows them to successfully navigate new situations. There are more indepth descriptions about what learners should be able to do. Now, learners and
educators focus on using language for meaningful purposes. This changes the
view of language from a basic form of communication to a tool for learners to
understand the perspectives and practices of the culture.10 The new standards
allow the students to become “world ready” because “learners who add another
language and culture to their preparation are not only college- and career-ready,
but they are also ‘world-ready’-- that is, they bring additional knowledge, skills,
and dispositions to add to their résumé” since languages do not exist in
isolation. American students are cited as strong technically, but “cross
culturally short-changed and linguistically deprived.” Thus to become global
citizens, the foreign language skills and cultural awareness of language learners
in the United States must be improved.11
The standards set out to improve cultural awareness by integrating
the five goal areas, the “Five Cs,” to establish a connection between culture and

Oleksak, Rita and Ann Marie Gunter. “Implementing the World-Readiness Standards.”
The Language Educator 11.1 (Jan/Feb 2016): 28-30. Print.
9

Gilliland, Christina. “World-Readiness Standards for Learning Languages: Words of
Action.” The Language Educator 11.1 (Jan/Feb 2016): 32-36. Print.
10

Lundgaard, Greta, and Brandon Locke. "A Different Perspective: Seeing the WorldReadiness Standards as Innovation." The Language Educator 11.1 (Jan/Feb 2016): 32-36. Print.
11
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communication. They serve as a guide for “knowing how, when, and why to say
what to whom rather then just knowing how to say what…in isolation.” The
revisions to the standards focus on real-world applications emphasizing the
links between language, culture, and communication.12
According to Rachel Gressel, the department chair of World
Languages/ Bilingual Education as Evanston Township High School, “teaching
grammar in isolation does not make our students world ready. The WorldReadiness Standards are designed to provide global competence for all
students.” Therefore, the World-Readiness Standards were written in a way to
think of languages as “world languages instead of foreign languages.” Thus,
“the standards have been written to suggest that the goals of language learning
cannot be divided into a set of sequenced steps…differences in cognitive
development, maturity, and interests will determine the pace at which learners
make progress.”13
The World-Readiness Standards are closely associated with
Performance Descriptors and Progress Indicators that allow both educators and
learners to evaluate how well learners are able to use the language. This current
installment of standards places more emphasis on assessment than any of the

Oleksak, Rita and Ann Marie Gunter. “Implementing the World-Readiness Standards.”
The Language Educator 11.1 (Jan/Feb 2016): 28-30. Print.
12

Gressel, Rachel. “Changing Evidence of Learning: Redesigning Instruction Through the
World-Readiness Standards.” The Language Educator 11.1 (Jan/Feb 2016): 48-51. Print.
13
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standards that preceded it. Thus, it is fitting that the Performance Descriptors
and Progress Indicators are more heavily integrated and easily accessible. Yet
while there is a greater stress on assessment, the assessments are put forward as
more of a “checkup rather than a postmortem.” A multitude of techniques and
activities help to uncover how well students can interpret, understand, and
preform in controlled environments. They serve to show what students know at
a particular point in time, so that the educator can reteach concepts that present
difficulties for students. Assessment in this way allows the educator to make
adjustments according to learners’ needs.
Assessments are not merely standardized tests, such as the
Advanced Placement exam, but the National Council of State Supervisors for
Foreign Languages (NCSSFL) and the ACTFL Can-Do Statements (Appendix D)
define the learning process and assessments more clearly for students. They are
set of statements that acknowledge what the learner is able to do at each level of
proficiency. These serve as a benchmark and positive checklist of language
activities that the student is able to accomplish. These new statements, similar
to goals for each level, allow all students to see what they can do and what they
need to be able to do. Now, students and teachers work together to reconcile the
differences in students’ abilities in a manageable way. The Can-Do Statements
should be linked to formative assessments and other learning checkpoints or
learning objectives to clarify these connections for students. With the Can-Do
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Statements, students can explicitly state what they can and cannot do instead of
becoming frustrated because they simply “do not get it.” Using the Can-Do
Statements, educators may create realistic task-based activities and
assessments. This strategy helps define students’ achievement levels and
creates a path for students to improve their language skills for each proficiency
level.14 When the World-Readiness Standards are combined with the Can-Do
Statements, the students can actively take charge of their language education.

Gressel, Rachel. “Changing Evidence of Learning: Redesigning Instruction Through the
World-Readiness Standards.” The Language Educator 11.1 (Jan/Feb 2016): 48-51. Print.
14
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CHAPTER FIVE
At a Crossroads: Different Perspectives in Language Teaching and Learning

The Role of Grammar: Implicit or Explicit?
The initiation of the 2015 NSSCL-ACTFL World-Readiness Standards for
21st Century language learners signifies that language teaching and learning are
in store for some drastic changes. The new standards seek to accommodate the
needs of language learners, so that they possess the necessary skills for real-life
communication. To do so, the World-Readiness Standards integrate the “Five
Cs” into the proficiency standards and stress meaningful language use. The new
standards empower learners to take their language education into their own
hands by providing them with transparent descriptions of the skills at each of
the different proficiency levels.1 Additionally, the NCSSFL-ACTFL Can Do
Statements give learners a tool to diagnose exactly which language skills they
have mastered and those with which they are having trouble by allowing
students to check their skills against a list of positive statements.2
The communicative approach serves to develop learners’ communicative
competence by focusing on meaningful, communicative language use. The
1Oleksak,

Rita and Ann Marie Gunter. “Implementing the World-Readiness Standards.”
The Language Educator 11.1 (Jan/Feb 2016): 28-30. Print.
2Gressel,

Rachel. “Changing Evidence of Learning: Redesigning Instruction Through the
World-Readiness Standards.” The Language Educator 11.1 (Jan/Feb 2016): 48-51. Print.

communicative approach opposes the traditional method since it does not focus
on the mastery of explicit grammar instruction. Instead, it encourages an
inductive approach to grammar through experience and use of language in reallife situations. The purpose of language is communication, so tasks should
reflect a natural communicative intent. The communicative approach allows
learners to acquire grammar in a more natural form similar to that of learning
their first language. This method relies on implicit grammar instruction. With
the practice of necessary grammar structures, students may begin to notice and
learn correct language patterns.3
On the other hand, there is a benefit with the traditional grammar
instruction method, because the rules are taught explicitly to the students. With
this method, there is little room for misinterpretation. Yet, the decontextualized
language practice that results does not engage the necessary cognitive processes
to acquire grammar nor does it work well to integrate the “Five Cs” and the Can
Do Statements. Therefore, the grammar instruction method does not comply
with the new World-Readiness standards. The newer grammar instruction

3Li,

Defeng. “"It's Always More Difficult Than You Plan and Imagine": Teachers'
Perceived Difficulties in Introducing the Communicative Approach in South Korea”. TESOL
Quarterly 32.4 (1998): 678-680. JSTOR. Web. Mar. 2016.
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method focuses on contextualization opposing the decontextualization typical
of the original grammar-instruction. 4
While both extremes have their unique benefits and drawbacks, possibly
the pendulum of grammar instruction will center on an integrated-grammar
teaching approach similar to John De Mado’s recommendation. His rationale is
that contextualization of grammar encourages and develops language in life-like
situations. This method focuses on communicative competence, which is the
ability to communicate meaning in the target language. To be able to
accomplish this, learners must have both linguistic and pragmatic target
language knowledge.5
To achieve this goal, grammar teaching should reflect a proficiency
approach that coincides with the new World-Readiness standards. Educators
may consider scaffolding grammar explanations in order to help students reach
this objective. As students progress in their foreign language studies, explicit
grammar explanations may be considered to help language learners use
appropriate communication with minimal confusion, thus integrating both
explicit and implicit grammar explanations.

4Fernández, Claudia. “Approaches to Grammar Instruction in Teaching Materials: A
Study in Current L2 Beginning-level Spanish Textbooks”. Hispania 94.1 (2011): 155. JSTOR. Web.
Mar. 2016.

Koosha, Mansour, and Masoume Yakhabi. "Problems Associated with the Use of
Communicative Language Teaching in EFL Contexts and Possible Solutions." International
Journal of Foreign Language Teaching and Research Summer 2013 1.2 (2013): 63-76. Web.
5
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Are Educators Ready for the Change?
Past experience demonstrates that new methodologies and programs are
often required in educational facilities without considering funding, training,
and the long-term effects of their implementation. This is why the languageinstruction pendulum has often swung from one extreme to the next. Many of
the extremes implemented in the past stemmed from reactionary measures by
educators and learners to a current instructional method, its results, and the
view of foreign language at the time.6
If educators are comfortable with the results from their current
instructional models and standards they tend to embody the “if it’s not broken,
why fix it?” attitude. This can impede further progress and the implementation
of new standards and methodologies to improve instruction and learners’
language acquisition. Additionally, most educational organizations are not
designed to respond to and recognize innovations, but rather to execute tasks. It
is time for language educators to prepare their students with ACTFL’s practical,
well-integrated language skills. Educators may be somewhat reluctant to make
changes in their curricula. They may want more substantial evidence and
concrete examples of what the changes will look like in their classrooms. In
addition, they will also need time to process the changes and offer their feedback

Panetta, Leon E. FOREIGN LANGUAGE EDUCATION: TH IF ‘SCANDALOUS’ IN THE 20
CENTURY, ST WHAT WILL IT BE IN THE 21 CENTURY? Stanford University Language Department.
Stanford University, n.d. Web. Apr. 2016.
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as they adjust their daily teaching, materials, learning practices, and
assessments.
According to Paul Dammer, of the New York State Board of Education,
“there are three conditions that must be present for change to occur. First,
policy makers have to believe that the change is good for education in general.
Secondly, there must be knowledgeable people who can make it happen. And
most importantly, all segments of the system must collaborate.”7
Other factors that cause educators to be reluctant to change to the new
standards are size, time, and confidence. The new standards must be considered
to be successful nationwide, which is much more challenging than a small-scale
success. Nationwide implementation is much more problematic because people
do not all adopt things at once. Additionally, the adoption and implementation
of innovations do not happen over night. There is often time-demanding
training involved in which educators must evaluate their personal beliefs to
begin experimenting with the innovation. Often, this results in the time
necessary for implementation to be much longer than originally estimated. To
be successful there must be an environment that is conducive to educators
persevering and thinking of the long-term effects of implementing the new
standards into their language instruction. By fostering this type of environment,
educators will be more confident when they adopt the new World-Readiness
Moore, Zena. "National Foreign Language Standards." Foreign Language Teacher
Education: Multiple Perspectives. Lanham: U of America, 1996. N. pag. Print.
7
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standards. This is important, because when teachers change their instructional
methods, they are also leaving their comfort zones, something most educators
will not do readily.
Furthermore, innovations may conflict with educators’ implicit beliefs.
Implicit beliefs are the beliefs that form one’s personal belief system and thus
their identity as an educator. Innovations may conflict with these beliefs,
causing educators to feel uneasy. If this is the case, then educators may feel as
though they are being asked to give up their core ideals and competence as
educators.8 Thus, different perspectives must be taken into account when
pushing for change. The focus ought to be on supporting educators as they
follow through with the process to put into practice the refreshed WorldReadiness Standards so that they are successful.
As with the idea of implicit beliefs, educators’ personal beliefs impact
their classroom instruction. According to the survey results, educators believe
that grammar lessons should be taught explicitly, which means that they will
have to go against their own beliefs if they are to comply with the
communicative grammar method. Thus, educators are not quite ready to give up
explicit grammar instruction. Also, there were a few educators who indicated
that they believe it is more beneficial to point out grammatical concepts in
context instead of teaching discrete grammar rules. This method combines the
8Lundgaard,

Greta, and Brandon Locke. "A Different Perspective: Seeing the WorldReadiness Standards as Innovation." The Language Educator 11.1 (Jan/Feb 2016): 32-36. Print.
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communicative-grammar approach with the use of authentic materials and
language practice in real-life situations. Using less explicit grammar instruction
and opting for the communicative grammar method allows greater adherence to
the refreshed World-Readiness standards.

Conclusion
Throughout the history of foreign language education, the pendulum has
swung between extremes. The role of grammar in the foreign language
classroom is constantly debated among educators. Approaches come and go as
language researchers frequently release new language-learning acquisition
theories and studies. The research-language-learning pendulum has a history of
drastic, short-lived methodologies, so teachers are naturally cautious due to
realistic suspicions. Nonetheless, instructors must try to enhance their teaching
methods to be in compliance with the national standards, which are currently
the World-Readiness Standards for Learning Languages. Regardless of their
roles and methods, educators are teaching in the field of foreign language
education to impact and empower their students’ desire to learn another
language because “regardless of reason, languages have something to offer
everyone.”9

9Gressel,

Rachel. “Changing Evidence of Learning: Redesigning Instruction Through the
World-Readiness Standards.” The Language Educator 11.1 (Jan/Feb 2016): 48-51. Print.
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What is the best pathway to implement language standards for greater
proficiency in a language? How does the language community combat the issue
of time and to begin implementing the new standards? It all begins with a
change in which educators visualize roles that may bring about positive results
for all parties. With a team mentality, educators can gain stronger knowledge of
the role of implicit or explicit grammar and work collaboratively to reach and
teach all students with realistic goals, objectives, and materials.
On the pathway to proficiency and a better understanding of the role of
grammar in foreign language teaching and students’ language acquisition, there
will be many new discoveries that lead to turns in the road. The language
pendulum may move to a “respected language-learning center” with careful,
skillful evaluation and implementation of the refreshed World-Readiness
Standards. This should help American students to gain stronger language skills
for greater success in our multilingual, global communities.
The future of foreign language instruction is “moving away from teaching
grammar in isolation… towards a more integrated approach.”10 Perhaps the
language pendulum will center on an integrated approach of teaching grammar
in a contextualized manner similar to John De Mado’s idea that “true language
learning comes about in the subtle shift from error to non-error,” thus one

Gressel, Rachel. “Changing Evidence of Learning: Redesigning Instruction Through the
World-Readiness Standards.” The Language Educator 11.1 (Jan/Feb 2016): 51. Print.
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should “view grammatical accuracy as a destination rather than a starting
point.”11

De Mado, John. "JDMLS, LLC Professional Vitae." JDMLS, LLC Professional Vitae. JDMLS,
LLC, n.d. Web. Feb. 2016.
11
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APPENDIX A
Survey
Survey - The Role of Grammar in a Proficiency-Based First-Year Spanish Class
Please respond by placing an “X” in strongly agree/ agree/ disagree/ or strongly disagree
next to each statement.
Statement

Strongly
agree

1. Grammar instruction is essential to the eventual
mastery of a language.
2. A student’s speaking ability improves more
quickly with the study and practice of grammar.
3. Grammar rules should clearly be taught and
pointed out to students.
4. Grammar should mainly be practiced in oral
communication.
5. Grammar should mainly be practiced in written
forms.
6. Grammar is best taught by telling students the
rules first.
7. Grammar is best taught when students are given
many examples and discover the correct pattern for
themselves
8. Grammar should only be taught when a student
has a question.
9. A teacher should immediately correct a student’s
grammar mistake.
10. When students make grammar mistakes, the
teacher should ignore them and wait until later to
show students the correct answer.
11. Teachers should not correct students’
grammatical errors in class unless they interfere
with comprehension.
12. The teacher should use grammatical terms such
as verb, preposition, noun, etc. when teaching
grammar.
13. Grammar should be practiced in both oral and
written forms.
14. My students find grammar lessons helpful.
15. I enjoy teaching grammar.
16. The knowledge of grammar helps students to
learn a second language.
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Agree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

17. It is difficult for teachers to move from a
grammar-based approach to a proficiency-based
approach.
18. It is important to practice a second language in
situations simulating real life.
19. I continually reassess the amount of time and
level of importance devoted to grammar instruction.
20. My textbook impacts the degree of grammar
instruction that I use in my classes.
21. Additional comments:
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APPENDIX B
ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines for the Interpersonal Mode of Speaking at the
Novice and Intermediate Low Levels
INTERMEDIATE
Speakers at the Intermediate level are distinguished primarily by their ability to
create with the language when talking about familiar topics related to their daily
life. They are able to recombine learned material in order to express personal
meaning. Intermediate-level speakers can ask simple questions and can handle a
straightforward survival situation. They produce sentence-level language,
ranging from discrete sentences to strings of sentences, typically in present
time. Intermediate-level speakers are understood by interlocutors who are
accustomed to dealing with non-native learners of the language.
INTERMEDIATE LOW
Speakers at the Intermediate Low sublevel are able to handle successfully a
limited number of uncomplicated communicative tasks by creating with the
language in straightforward social situations. Conversation is restricted to some
of the concrete exchanges and predictable topics necessary for survival in the
target-language culture. These topics relate to basic personal information; for
example, self and family, some daily activities and personal preferences, and
some immediate needs, such as ordering food and making simple purchases. At
the Intermediate Low sublevel, speakers are primarily reactive and struggle to
answer direct questions or requests for information. They are also able to ask a
few appropriate questions. Intermediate Low speakers manage to sustain the
functions of the Intermediate level, although just barely.
Intermediate Low speakers express personal meaning by combining and
recombining what they know and what they hear from their interlocutors into
short statements and discrete sentences. Their responses are often filled with
hesitancy and inaccuracies as they search for appropriate linguistic forms and
vocabulary while attempting to give form to the message. Their speech is
characterized by frequent pauses, ineffective reformulations and selfcorrections. Their pronunciation, vocabulary and syntax are strongly influenced
by their first language. In spite of frequent misunderstandings that may require
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repetition or rephrasing, Intermediate Low speakers can generally be understood
by sympathetic interlocutors, particularly by those accustomed to dealing with
non-natives.
NOVICE
Novice-level speakers can communicate short messages on highly predictable,
everyday topics that affect them directly. They do so primarily through the use
of isolated words and phrases that have been encountered, memorized, and
recalled. Novice-level speakers may be difficult to understand even by the most
sympathetic interlocutors accustomed to non-native speech.
Novice High
Speakers at the Novice High sublevel are able to handle a variety of tasks
pertaining to the Intermediate level, but are unable to sustain performance at
that level. They are able to manage successfully a number of uncomplicated
communicative tasks in straightforward social situations. Conversation is
restricted to a few of the predictable topics necessary for survival in the target
language culture, such as basic personal information, basic objects, and a limited
number of activities, preferences, and immediate needs. Novice High speakers
respond to simple, direct questions or requests for information. They are also
able to ask a few formulaic questions.
Novice High speakers are able to express personal meaning by relying heavily on
learned phrases or recombinations of these and what they hear from their
interlocutor. Their language consists primarily of short and sometimes
incomplete sentences in the present, and may be hesitant or inaccurate. On the
other hand, since their language often consists of expansions of learned material
and stock phrases, they may sometimes sound surprisingly fluent and accurate.
Pronunciation, vocabulary, and syntax may be strongly influenced by the first
language. Frequent misunderstandings may arise but, with repetition or
rephrasing, Novice High speakers can generally be understood by sympathetic
interlocutors used to non-natives. When called on to handle a variety of topics
and perform functions pertaining to the Intermediate level, a Novice High
speaker can sometimes respond in intelligible sentences, but will not be able to
sustain sentence-level discourse.
Novice Mid
Speakers at the Novice Mid sublevel communicate minimally by using a number
of isolated words and memorized phrases limited by the particular context in
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which the language has been learned. When responding to direct questions,
they may say only two or three words at a time or give an occasional stock
answer. They pause frequently as they search for simple vocabulary or attempt
to recycle their own and their interlocutor’s words. Novice Mid speakers may be
understood with difficulty even by sympathetic interlocutors accustomed to
dealing with non-natives. When called on to handle topics and perform
functions associated with the Intermediate level, they frequently resort to
repetition, words from their native language, or silence.
Novice Low
Speakers at the Novice Low sublevel have no real functional ability and, because
of their pronunciation, may be unintelligible. Given adequate time and familiar
cues, they may be able to exchange greetings, give their identity, and name a
number of familiar objects from their immediate environment. They are unable
to perform functions or handle topics pertaining to the Intermediate level, and
cannot therefore participate in a true conversational exchange.
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APPENDIX C

World-Readiness Standards for Learning Languages
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APPENDIX D

NCSSFL-ACTFL Can-Do Statements
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